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oaded that's called "not taking the easy way out", though I have kde issues on xubuntu. i'm having hard
time to figure out where to find. after i sudo apt-get update i will sudo apt-get upgrade. where I can
check if i have kde upgrade issue? if it's a snap, and if it's not an application upgrade but a system
upgrade, /var/log/apt/history.log should tell you. kde application is gwenview. i have 4.8.1, and upgrade
to 4.9.0 no error in my system log it just exit without fail. maybe you should start with investigating
whether this is the case. try another package manager maybe it is not related to kde. I am using kde. i
will. i have jupiter too i have jupiter and snap :) ibodi: and you have snaps enabled in software &
updates? lotuspsychje: yes. ibodi: did you add other PPA's? lotuspsychje: i did. i was testing out what
they can do. i did not include them to stable repo ibodi: allright, might be worth a try to purge all your
snaps lotuspsychje: i know how to purge. i was testing all. so it is a dead end. ibodi: if you are testing
multiple PPAs, you might find some 'bad' packages you dont need lotuspsychje: yes, i have them. i did
not include them to main repo yet. ibodi: the main repo ubuntu will disable snaps for a reason
lotuspsychje: that is why i have jupiter. lotuspsychje: ok ibodi: if you wanna test all the ppa's jupiter
can be a challenge lot

avengers age of ultron 720p dual audio ink The Avengers, coming to theaters May 25, 2019! Watch the
Avengers: Endgame trailer now for more details. Avengers: Endgame is a direct sequel to the 2012
Marvel Studios film The Avengers. It is set to be filmed in Marchâ€”April 2019, with the event
filming being in Australia in 2018. The trailer features Captain America and Iron Man fighting each
other, but they can't take down the evil Thanos who's holding the Infinity Stones. fffad4f19a
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